
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a membership. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for membership

Maintains and develops strong relationships with current members to
encourage participation in club events and maintain a high level of member
satisfaction
Must be available to act in the Facility Manager’s absence when appropriate
Responsible for achieving annually budgeted sales figures and for controlling
expenses within the membership area of the operations budget
Ensures that the Club is represented in accordance with the policies and
procedures set forth by the company
Contribute to the creation of and serve as the lead on execution of a
comprehensive membership acquisition strategy that will result in a net gain
in membership and a broader awareness of Exponent Philanthropy
Effectively work with member volunteers and staff on initiatives that will
contribute positively to membership related goals
Create actionable Enterprise Administrative Fee sales reporting by partnering
with the Enterprise Sales Team and Sales Leadership to analyze GPO, IDN
and Government contract sales metrics and processing of associated
payments
Identify and maintain GPO membership to GPO contracts across all Divisions
to ensure all sales are assigned to the correct GPO
Coordinating with the Pricing team, Divisional Sales and Operations teams on
existing pricing and membership rosters
Analyze compliance measurement based on sales criteria on a monthly and
quarterly schedule for GPO, IDN and Government customers

Example of Membership Job Description
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Database management experience and knowledge of fundraising software
preferred
Hourly $15/hr
Ability to perform complex data entry and make decisions related to both
written and verbal member requests at a level normally acquired through the
completion of an Associate’s degree or equivalent and at least two years to
four years of customer service experience is required
Effective complex analytical and communication (written and oral) skills to
enable accurate completion of assignments, proper handling of both
associate and member problem situations and constructive interaction with
others
Exceptional communication skills required to handle complex membership
inquiries in an efficient manner
Ability to make decisions regarding membership inquiries and issues with
minimal supervision


